Abstract

In this paper, the authors propose a new combined symmetric key cryptographic method, SJA-I, which basically has four steps: Firstly, each byte is broken into its equivalent binary format and then single bit manipulation is executed on that; secondly Modified Caesar Cipher technique (SD-REE) and TTJSA cipher algorithm are applied on the data (message) randomly, which depends on the key provided during the time for encryption; thirdly DJSA method applied and in the final stage, Bit Reversal technique is applied to reach the final encrypted form of the original data. The method applied here is being tested on different plain text files and the results were analyzed very carefully. It was found that there was no pattern in the encrypted text and this combined cipher technique can not be broken by usual cryptanalysis attack like, differential attack, plain text attack, spectral analysis (frequency analysis), etc. The authors proposes that SJA-I can be applied for encryption of short message, password, secret key or any type confidential message.
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